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Abstract: Law enforcement agencies continue to grow in the use of spatial analysis to assist in
identifying patterns of outcomes. Despite the critical nature of proper resource allocation for mental
health incidents, there has been little progress in statistical modeling of the geo-spatial nature of
mental health events in Little Rock, Arkansas. In this article, we provide insights into the spatial
nature of mental health data from Little Rock, Arkansas between 2015 and 2018, under a supervised
spatial modeling framework. We provide evidence of spatial clustering and identify the important
features influencing such heterogeneity via a spatially informed hierarchy of generalized linear, tree-
based, and spatial regression models, viz. the Poisson regression model, the random forest model, the
spatial Durbin error model, and the Manski model. The insights obtained from these different models
are presented here along with their relative predictive performances. The inferential tools developed
here can be used in a broad variety of spatial modeling contexts and have the potential to aid both law
enforcement agencies and the city in properly allocating resources. We were able to identify several
built-environment and socio-demographic measures related to mental health calls while noting that
the results indicated that there are unmeasured factors that contribute to the number of events.

Keywords: spatial modeling; crime analysis; calls for service

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, law enforcement agencies are relying more and more on
statistical tools to build an objective criminal justice system, leading to a meteoric rise in
“predictive policing”, loosely defined as “the application of analytical techniques—particularly
quantitative techniques—to identify likely targets for police intervention and prevent crime
or solve past crimes by making statistical predictions” [1]. Research has continued to point
to crime not occurring randomly in space, leading to the Law of Crime Concentration [2,3]
and the Fact of Hotspots [4]. This has been met with interest by the U.S. National Institute of
Justice’s Real Time Crime Forecasting Challenge [5] that was designed to identify accurate
and efficient approaches to crime forecasting.

Apart from increasing the accuracy of prediction of future law enforcement-related
events (e.g., crime and calls for service), it is also important to understand which geograph-
ical factors significantly contribute to these calls for service. Such knowledge can inform
a plan for allocating resources or making policy changes to either counteract the effect of
a “risky” place or increase the intensity or presence of a “protective” place. Given that
the knowledge gained from predictive models can inform both the allocation of resources
and policy change, it is imperative to ensure that any prediction rule does not suffer from
algorithmic or systemic biases. This is particularly important, as with the increase in com-
plexity and use of such data-based tools, there is growing concern about and additional
effort devoted to reducing racial disparities in predictive policing, while still producing
dynamic and real-time forecasts and insights about spatio-temporal crime activities. For
example, using a combination of demographically representative synthetic data and survey
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data on drug use, it was found that predictive policing estimates based on biased policing
records often accentuate racial bias instead of removing it [6].

In the field of criminal justice and criminology, the spatial distribution of events is often
linked to two theoretical fields: communities and crime [7–9], and crime and place [2,10].
At a larger spatial unit, the communities and crime theoretical field typically uses Census
tracts and block groups as boundaries to integrate social measures. This level of analysis
is often joined with a Social Disorganization theoretical framework [8]. In short, crime
occurs disproportionately more frequently in communities described as disadvantaged
(e.g., poverty, unemployment, education, median household income, amongst others).
This literature has continued to support the idea that community context matters and
community disadvantage remains a robust predictor of community levels of crime [11].

Moving to a more micro-level (e.g., points, grid cell, street segment) spatial approach
to understanding crime occurrence, the crime and place research uses Routine Activities
Theory [12] and Crime Pattern Theory [13]. Here, crime occurrence is influenced by
people’s general daily activities as people develop a greater awareness when traveling to
their common activity spaces, identifying potential crime opportunities (or being identified
as a potential target). Furthermore, as individuals engage in their routine activities, they
may inadvertently frequent or inhabit proximate locations known to criminologists as crime
generators or attractors [14]. Crime generators/attractors are places known to elevate crime
occurrence and some more common types studied are bars [15,16], public transit [17,18],
and parks [19,20], while a growing body of literature examines multiple types of crime
generators/attractors on their overall ability to predict crime occurrence [21,22]. For
instance, the co-location of multiple factors of the built environment that create future risk,
such as public transit in close proximity to a bar, would result in greater risk.

Together, the two theoretical fields suggest that both communities and place provide an
outline for what factors contribute to crime occurrence in space; however, it is important to
highlight that not all crime has similar spatial distributions. Broader spatial criminology has
indicated the need to disaggregate crime types to better understand the spatial distribution
of specific crime types [23]. That is, depending on the specific crime type or call-for-
service, the spatial distributions could be entirely different from one another. For instance,
residential and commercial burglary are different crime types; although both are still
burglary, they have different target availabilities (i.e., house versus business).

Moreover, police are often called for services that are not necessarily criminal, and the
spatial distribution of these calls for service might vastly differ from those calls associated
with other crime types. Police are utilized for all different types of services beyond respond-
ing to crime (e.g., person checks, directions, house checks, vehicle crashes). Because of this,
there needs to be greater attention paid to call-type disaggregation to better understand
policing services overall. In particular, police response to mental health-related calls has
drawn greater attention in recent years [24–30]. Vaughan et al. [29] found temporal patterns
with mental health-related calls for service, finding that certain months of the year and days
of the week generated greater call volume. Moving from temporal to spatial, Hodgkinson
and Andresen [24] found that approximately 14% of policing calls for service are related to
mental health, while violence accounted for only about 2%, and these calls tended to cluster
around social service locations (e.g., people without housing and shelter). Spatial findings
continue to support that there might exist a clustering of mental health-related calls for
service. Identification of spatial clustering of mental health-related calls for service is an
important step in analysis as it would follow general patterns of other crimes; however,
there is a limitation in that we need to identify what contributes to the clustering of these
mental health-related calls for service.

The current study seeks to overcome this gap by building on limited research [27] to
identify characteristics of the built and social environment that influence mental health calls
for service. To better understand the spatial distribution of mental health calls for service,
the current study employs multiple techniques. The proposed algorithms and methods
attempt to uncover and exploit different aspects of policing calls for service. For example,
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Gotway and Stroup [31] used a spatial generalized linear model that had been extended
both by considering the temporal pattern and by a non-linear modeling approach using
generalized additive modeling [32].

Our focus is on understanding the spatial characteristics of mental health-related calls
for service. This includes starting from a general cluster analysis to modeling to identify
significant predictors for mental health calls for service. Furthermore, this article adds
to the extant literature on leveraging interpretable statistical and machine learning tools
to identify important predictors that either improve the predictive accuracy or explain
unobserved variability in crime data, see e.g., Wheeler and Steenbeek [33]. We briefly
introduce the study area, data aggregation and the methodology in Section 2, compare
model performances in Section 3, and conclude with a discussion in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

In this study, we focus on the capital city Little Rock, Arkansas, to understand the
spatial occurrence of mental health-related calls for service. Little Rock regularly has
above-average violent and property crime rates when compared to other large U.S. cities.
Additionally, Little Rock has a long history of segregation [34] creating spatially distinct
areas of the city. Overall, Little Rock is about 120 square miles with a population of just
over 200,000 people. Little Rock is the largest city in Arkansas, doubling the next largest
city, Fayetteville.

2.2. Data & Pre-Processing

Data were obtained from several city departments, including the Little Rock Police
Department (LRPD), through an ongoing data-sharing Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between researchers and Little Rock. Social data were obtained from the American
Community Survey (5-year estimates). Mental health incidents from 2015 through 2017
were used to predict 2018 incidents.

The data used in the current study were compiled from twenty-nine constituent
geospatial data sets that include crime incidents, sociodemographic variables, and individ-
ual landmarks (such as police stations or rental apartments). These datasets were spatially
joined together to create a comprehensive master data set for subsequent analysis. We
evaluated potential risk and protective factors in terms of four criteria. These criteria
included accessibility, geographic scale, temporal scale, and inclusion in the literature as
risk factors for mental health incidents or spatial attractors of risk factors for mental health
incidents. Key population metrics were also included. See Table 1 for a complete list of
independent variables used in this study.

We created a lattice grid of polygons to standardize the location of individual mental
health events and contributing factors, without conforming to predefined political or social
boundaries. The appropriate grid cell size was determined by examining the distribution
of the count of mental health events at various grid cell sizes. A 1000 by 1000-foot square
grid size was chosen to cover the study area and minimize blank spaces from areas without
population. The optimal grid size was chosen using the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) to check goodness of fit for Poisson distribution for mental health incident counts
in each cell. The optimal cell size is the elbow point of the resulting goodness-of-fit plot,
which is approximately five city blocks and amenable to targeted community interventions
on a smaller spatial scale compared to neighborhoods. Each grid cell was assigned to its
corresponding census tract using cell centroids. Raw count data for screened-in mental
health reports were aggregated to grid cells, and the report rate per 100 people was calcu-
lated by interpolating 2010 US Census population data to each grid cell, then normalized
to a zero-to-one scale.

We utilized the open-source programming language and software R Version 3.6.2 [35]
for all data manipulations and statistical models. R provides unparalleled opportunities
for analyzing spatial data for spatial modeling, which was crucial for our analysis. We
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employed a supervised learning approach to predict and infer spatial risk factors for mental
health using established raster data models [36]. We calculated counts of mental health
and standard social and environmental factors for each grid cell and used them as the
foundation for our supervised learning model. We examined various models, including the
Poisson generalized linear model, the spatial Durbin and Manski models, and non-linear
tree-based methods (random forest model), to inform aspects of the spatial process and
learning assessment, based on distributional assumptions and criteria and informed by
exploratory analyses.

Table 1. Independent Variables (Abbreviations used: ACS: American Community Survey, LRPD:
Little Rock Police Department, LRSD: Little Rock School District.).

Potential Community Protective Factors
X-Y Coordinates Source

Banks Little Rock City

Childcare Services InfoGroup

Child/Youth Services InfoGroup

Civic/Social Organizations InfoGroup

Grocery Stores Little Rock City

High Schools (Public) LRSD Website

Hospitals InfoGroup

Neighborhood Resource Centers Little Rock City

Police/Fire Facilities Little Rock City

Religious Organizations InfoGroup

Potential Community Risk Factors
X-Y coordinates Source

Barber and Beauty Shops Little Rock City

Bus Stops MetroPlan

Check Cashing and Pawn Shops Little Rock City

Fast-Food and Beverage Restaurants Little Rock City

Gas Stations and Convenience Stores Little Rock City

Hotels and Motels Little Rock City

Liquor Stores AR Alcohol Beverage Control

Major Dept. Discount Stores Little Rock City

Mixed Drink-Bar, Restaurants, and Clubs AR Alcohol Beverage Control

Rental Mobile Homes Little Rock City

Rental Single to Quad Little Rock City

Rental Apartments < 100 units Little Rock City

Rental Apartments > 100 units Little Rock City

Tattoo Piercing Little Rock City

Unsafe and Vacant Buildings Little Rock City

Crime (Antisocial behavior of community)
X-Y coordinates Source

Agg. Assault: Household Member LRPD

Agg. Assault LRPD

Battery: 1st degree LRPD
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Table 1. Cont.

Battery: 2nd Degree LRPD

Breaking or Entering Vehicle LRPD

Burglary: Residential LRPD

Burglary: Commercial LRPD

Domestic Battering LRPD

Drugs Narcotics LRPD

Rape LRPD

Robbery LRPD

Robbery (Aggravated) LRPD

Runaways LRPD

Terroristic Act LRPD

Theft of Property: Misdemeanor LRPD

Theft of Property: Felony LRPD

Population Metrics extrapolated from census track data Source

Population Density ACS

Percent Black ACS

Percent Non-White ACS

Percent Hispanic ACS

Percent Under 18 ACS

Percent College Educated ACS

Percent Less than High School Degree ACS

Percent in Poverty (under 18) ACS

Percent Population Struggling ACS

Percent Single Parent Households ACS

Percent Female Headed Households ACS

Percent Non-Married Households ACS

Percent on Public Insurance ACS

Percent Not Insured ACS

Percent Home Ownership ACS

Percent Renter Occupied Households ACS

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Poisson Generalized Linear Model

The Poisson regression model belongs to a family of regression models called the
generalized linear model (GLM). As a special case of the GLM family, the fitted Poisson
regression model uses η = log(λ) as a canonical link and is of the form:
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Among several link functions commonly used with the Poisson distribution, the log
link function ensures that λi ≥ 0, which is crucial for the expected value of a count outcome
of the response variable, e.g., mental health incidents [37], given the predictor variables
will be non-negative. In terms of model interpretation, parameters may be interpreted in
a probabilistic sense, which arises as an advantage from the fact that Poisson regression
belongs to the GLM family. Consequently, significant factors present in the fitted model
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2.3.2. Random Forest

Random forest falls into the non-linear/non-parametric category of supervised learn-
ing approaches known as decision trees [38]. Decision trees are particularly well known
due to their inherent ease of use and interpretability in both regression and classification
problems. For regression problems, which we focus on here, decision trees divide the
predictor space into J distinct and non-overlapping regions, R1, R2, . . . , RJ=|T| also known
as terminal nodes or leaves using the training data through a recursive binary splitting
procedure. Note that a threshold is implemented so that the recursive binary splitting
procedure ends when the number of observations at any terminal node falls below the set
threshold. In addition to the preceding criteria, the aim is to obtain terminal nodes that
minimize the residual sum of squares:

|T|

∑
j=1

∑
i∈Rj

(
yi − yRj

)2

The results obtained are likely to over-fit the data due to the complexity of the resulting
tree, so a cost–complexity pruning procedure is implemented to find a sub-tree which
minimizes the objective function:

|T|

∑
j=1

∑
i∈Rj

(
yi − yRj

)2
+ α|T|,

where the α|T| term is a model–complexity penalty with |T| denoting the number of
terminal nodes and degree of penalization determined by the tuning parameter α. This
extra penalty term reduces the variance at the cost of little bias for better interpretation. The
predicted response for any observation that falls into the Rth

i region is the mean response of
all observations from the training data set that are in that same terminal node.

Single decision trees, however, are not as competitive when compared to other forms
of linear or non-linear supervised learning models. One solution to building a more robust
decision tree is known as random forests. Random forests build many decision trees to
improve performance using bootstrapped samples from the training data and using only
a subset of available predictors in the tree-building stages, a process that decorrelates the
trees. The final prediction is then accomplished by averaging the predictions from each
of the individual trees, or by majority voting, depending on the task at hand. Specifically,
in the process of building each decision tree, at every stage or split, a random sample of
size m =

√
p predictors are chosen as candidates from the pool of p predictors. As a result,

strong predictors do not influence the building order of every tree (making them dissimilar).
This process decorrelates the many trees, as on average (p–m)/p of the splits would not
have such strong predictors, thus reducing the variance and improving results via bias–
variance tradeoff. We refer the reader to James et al. [39] for an in-depth discussion of
random forests. In relation to crime, Wheeler and Steenbeek [33] found their random forests
model outperformed RTM and Kernel Density Estimations (KDE) for robbery prediction in
Dallas, Texas.

2.3.3. Spatial Econometric Models

Data containing a location/geographic component contain spatial dependencies
among observations which may lead to spatial relationships. Spatial relationships oc-
cur not only in the dependent variables (response variables) but also in the independent
variables (covariates) and residual terms (ε). The proper terms defining spatial relation-
ships among dependent variables, independent variables, and residual terms are known as
endogenous interaction, exogenous interaction, and error interaction, respectively. Accord-
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ing to Elhorst [40], a model that accounts for all spatial relationships is the Manski model
(also known as the Generalized Nesting Spatial Model, GNS), with the form:

Y = δWY + Xβ+ WXθ+ u; u = λWu + ε

Here δ is known as the spatial autoregressive coefficient, λ is the spatial autocorrelation
coefficient, W represents the spatial weights matrix that describes the spatial configuration
of the unit samples, X is a matrix of exogenous variables or covariates and lastly θ and β

are unknown parameters to be estimated that explain the contribution of each predictor
and their spatially lagged version [40].

For the purpose of this study, both the Manski model and the SDEM were fitted onto
the mental health spatial data. The Manski model (otherwise known as GNS) models spatial
events, e.g., mental health incidents, as a function of endogenous interactions (neighboring
values or spatial lags), exogenous interactions (built environment, social factors, etc.), and
error interactions (spatial autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity). The SDEM is a special
case of a Manski model with δ = 0, thus having the endogenous interactions removed. The
SDEM is of the form:

Y = Xβ+ WXθ+ u; u = λWu + ε

3. Results
3.1. Evidence of Spatial Clustering

The underlying assumption at the start of this study was that mental health incident
events in Little Rock were distributed as spatially heterogeneous points (i.e., clusters) rather
than uniformly over the geographic region. To put matters into visual perspective, see
Figure 1, where panel 1 represents the geographic locations of the recorded 2018 mental
health incidents in Little Rock and panel 2 represents the same number of incidents but
simulated as if they were following a uniform spatial distribution without any spatial
clustering. Figure 1 shows the presence of spatial clusters of mental health incidents in
Little Rock when compared with the uniform distribution. However, as visual comparisons
could be interpreted as being subjective, we consider a measure of spatial auto-correlation
to test the spatial heterogeneity. To be precise, we want to test the null hypothesis that
the mental health incidents are uniformly distributed across the area of study (Little Rock)
against the alternative hypothesis that they are more clustered than might be expected from
usual randomness.
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Clustering, when referring to the whole spatial pattern, can be described by a global
statistic for spatial auto-correlation. However, to properly identify the location of clustered
and non-clustered regions, a Local Indicator of Spatial Association (LISA) must be imple-
mented. A LISA is any statistic that provides the extent of significant spatial clustering of
similar values around a given observation (i.e., a Local Spatial Statistic). It also establishes
the connection between the local and global statistic for spatial association as being that the
sum of all local spatial statistics is proportional to the global statistic, thereby allowing for
the decomposition of global indicators [41].

Among a number of global tests for spatial auto-correlation, including Geary’s C and
the global Getis-G, Moran’s I is perhaps the most common global test and is implemented
in almost all common spatial toolboxes for testing auto-correlation [42]. Spatial auto-
correlation quantifies the degree to which similar features cluster and identifies their
location. In the presence of spatial auto-correlation, we can predict the values of observation
i from the values observed at j ∈ Ni, the set of its proximate neighbors [43]. As in typical
correlation, Moran’s I value generally ranges from −1 to +1 inclusively as a result of having
a normalizing factor [44]. The contrast between spatial auto-correlation Moran’s I and
Pearson’s or Spearman’s correlation lies in the presence of the spatial weights matrix in
Moran’s I statistic. The inclusion of the spatial weights matrix in Moran’s I enables the
possibility of obtaining extreme values greater than the usual (−1, 1) bounds depending
on the structure and composition of the weights matrix. Extreme values are obtained via
the relation between the minimum and maximum eigenvalues from the spatial weights
matrix. For a thorough discussion regarding the range and extreme values of Moran’s I we
refer readers to [45]. A negative and significant Moran’s I value represents negative spatial
auto-correlation, indicating that dissimilar values are next to each other. A positive and
significant Moran’s I value represents positive spatial auto-correlation, indicating evidence
of clustering of like values.

n
∑n

i=1 ∑n
j=1 wij

In order to apply the spatial auto-correlation tests (both Global and Local Moran’s I)
onto the spatial data and induce a supervised learning framework, two critical prerequisite
steps had to be executed, viz. (a) identification of the k-nearest neighbors, and (b) assigning
their respective weights using the package spdep [46]. We used the incident counts by the
fishnet of grid cell size of 1000 ft by 1000 ft from Little Rock containing all the necessary
attributes for the analysis, with each cell mapped to a centroid, which was necessary in
order to extend the neighborhood criteria from contiguity to distance-based neighbors
(i.e., k-nearest neighbors) [42]. Grid cell is a common spatial unit of analysis used in
criminological research [22].

Using k-nearest neighbors typically leads to asymmetric neighbors. However, this is
not the case here as all centroids are uniformly spaced. A key advantage of using distance-
based neighbors to ordinary polygon contiguity is that it ensures that all fishnet grid cells’
polygon representation (centroids) have k neighbors. It is common practice to use k = 8 or
k = 4 neighbors, which are formally known as “Queen case” and “Rook case”. For this
study, k = 8 nearest neighbors were used and located using the function knearneigh and
Knn2nb from the spdep package. Following the identification of the eight nearest neighbors
for each centroid, their respective weights were assigned using the function nb2listw from
the same spdep package. In this current work, we assigned equal weights to each grid cell’s
nearest neighbors, implying that each neighbor would have a corresponding weight of 1/8,
which was then used to compute the mean neighbor values, i.e., weighti =

1
8 ∑9

i=2 neighbori.
This was equivalent to averaging over all mental health incident cases occurring within the
eight neighbor grid cells. Having obtained both the neighbors and their respective weights,
we tested for the presence of spatial auto-correlation using both Global Moran’s I and Local
Moran’s I, as seen in Figure 2.
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3.2. Model Comparison

We compared the predictive performance of the four candidate methods in Table 2
and report the mean and standard deviation for each error measure. To better assess the
accuracy of the models, we used four different error measures: Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), see
Table 2. The errors were calculated in a supervised learning set-up, where both the Poisson
regression and the random forest models were built using fivefold cross-validation for
tuning parameters.

Below, we define the different error measures used to compare and describe the best
performing model according to that criterion. First, the Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE) statistic captures the model’s accuracy in terms of percentage error. The MAPE is
calculated using the following formula:

MAPE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣Ai − Fi

Ai

∣∣∣∣× 100,

where Ai is the ith actual observation and Fi is the ith forecast value. Since the MAPE
expresses the error as a percentage, it can be relatively easier to interpret when compared
to other statistic measures. The lower the percentage error, the more accurate the model
represents the data. For a given model, it can be concluded that on average, the forecast
is off by the MAPE % age amount. In this case, on average all the models’ forecasts were
off by approximately 1.3% with a standard deviation of approximately 0.0308 and 0.0346
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for the Poisson GLM and random forest models, respectively. In terms of MAPE, all the
models performed relatively the same, with the Manski model having the smallest MAPE.

The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) statistic, given by the formula MAE = 1
n ∑n

i=1|Ai − Fi|,
where Ai is the ith actual observation and Fi is the ith forecast value, captures on average
how large the forecast error is expected to be. The spatial Durbin error model had on
average the smallest forecast error of 0.6356, followed by the Manski model with a MAE
of 0.7708, and the Poisson GLM had the largest forecast error of 0.9098. Finally, the Root

Mean Square Error (RMSE), given by
√

(Ai−Fi)
2

n , calculates the square root of the average
of the square errors. The RMSE measures the spread of the prediction errors. The spatial
Durbin error model had the smallest RMSE value of 2.135, followed by the random forest
model with an RMSE of 2.1904, and the Poisson GLM had the largest RMSE of 2.9166.

Table 2. Model Performance Comparison. (NA: Not Applicable, as standard errors were calculated
via a spatial cross-validation and were not feasible for the spatial econometrics models.)

Model MAPE
Mean (SD)

MAE
Mean (SD)

RMSE
Mean (SD)

Poisson GLM 1.311 (0.031) 0.910 (0.270) 2.917 (1.589)
Random Forest 1.306 (0.035) 0.868 (0.171) 2.190 (0.901)
Spatial Durbin 1.316 (NA) 0.636 (NA) 2.135 (NA)
Manski Model 1.302 (NA) 0.771 (NA) 2.583 (NA)

3.2.1. Model Performance

In terms of goodness-of-fit metrics, the R squared (R2) values and logarithmic deviance
score were used to evaluate the models. The most common measure is perhaps the R2 that
represents the percentage of variation explained by the model,

R2 = 1− ∑(yi − ŷi)
2

∑ (yi −
−
y)

2 .

Thus, a larger R2 is indicative of a better model fit. Note that we did not report the adjusted
R2 values (or similar criteria that account for model dimension) as they are rather difficult
to compute for distribution-free models such as random forest and, thus, difficult to use in
the goodness-of-fit comparison between our current models. The Logarithmic Deviance
score is a measure of the deviance between the predicted and observed counts, via the log
likelihood ratio. To measure this, we calculated the likelihood ratio of the observed value
and the predicted value based on a Poisson distribution. The goodness of fit reported here
is the negative log of the probability density, so a lower value indicates a better predictive
ability. As seen in Table 3 and Figure 3, the spatial Durbin error model obtained the largest
R square value, followed by the Manski model. Note that despite having obtained the
largest R square value, i.e., the best model in terms of R square goodness-of-fit metric, the
spatial Durbin error model obtained the largest logarithmic deviance score and was thus
the worst model in terms of the logarithmic deviance score goodness-of-fit metric for the
mental health data. In terms of the logarithmic deviance score goodness-of-fit metric, the
random forest model obtained the smallest score. This suggests that the random forest
model had the smallest deviance between predicted and observed count of mental health
incidents, i.e., it was the best model of that category.
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Table 3. Model Goodness-of-Fit Comparison. (NA: Not Applicable, as standard errors were calculated
via a spatial cross-validation and were not feasible for the spatial econometrics models.)

Model R2

Mean (SD)
Log Deviance
Mean (SD)

Poisson GLM 0.393 (0.152) 0.614 (0.051)
Random Forest 0.382 (0.058) 0.584 (0.040)
Spatial Durbin 0.474 (NA) 0.710 (NA)
Manski Model 0.437 (NA) 0.612 (NA)
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3.2.2. Feature Importance

Finally, we look at the important features or variables driving the prediction for each
of the four candidate methods. We call these measures “variable importance” following the
nomenclature used by random forest literature, but for purely statistical models such as the
Poisson regression or spatial Durbin models, the quantities being compared are a measure
of each variable’s significance. As discussed before, this a key step in the prediction process,
as the identification of important variables help us in determining which environmental and
social features are predominantly occupying each of these predictive processes, investigate
whether they play a risky or protective role, and then allocate resources accordingly.

A note about nomenclature for the features plotted on the following figures: there are
three unique prefixes linked with each type of feature. Nearest neighbor (“NN”) refers to
features obtained by calculating the average distance between a fishnet grid cell centroid
and its nearest neighbor in the Queen case definition. Euclidean distance (“ed”) refers to
features obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance between a fishnet grid cell centroid
and its first nearest neighbor. The prefix “agg” refers to the count of mental health incidents
in a given fishnet grid cell. The term “agg” was coined based on the aggregate function
used in R to obtain the count of cases associated per fishnet cell.

Table 4 summarizes the top ten most influential features from each model. We note
here that four similar features were found among the set of top features selected for each of
the four models. These common spatial features were: fast food and beverage places, bus
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stops, liquor stores, gas stations, and convenience marts. As the four models highlight the
importance of the influence these features had on the models, further interdisciplinary study
involving experts from criminology and local law enforcement is required to understand
whether any causal relationship exists between these environmental factors and mental
health incidents in Little Rock, Arkansas.

Table 4. Variable importance across models.

Poisson GLM Random Forest Spatial Durbin Manski

agg Rentals Apts Over100 units NN PoliceFacilities agg Rentals Apts Over100 units agg Rentals Apts Over100 units
agg Rentals Apts LessThan100 units NN Banks agg FastFoodAndBeverage agg FastFoodAndBeverage
agg MajorDeptRetailDiscount agg BusStops agg BusStops agg BusStops
agg FastFoodAndBeverage agg GasStationAndConvMart agg Rentals Apts LessThan100 units agg GasStationAndConvMart
agg MixedDrink BarRestClub agg FastFoodAndBeverage agg GasStationAndConvMart agg MajorDeptRetailDiscount
agg BusStops NN ChildCareServices agg MajorDeptRetailDiscount agg Rentals Apts LessThan100 units
NN ReligiousOrgs NN BarberAndBeautyShops agg HotelMotel.x agg HotelMotel.x
agg LiquorStores NN ChildYouthServices agg MixedDrink BarRestClub agg MixedDrink BarRestClub
agg GasStationAndConvMart agg LiquorStores NN Unsafe Vacant BldgsNEW NN Unsafe Vacant BldgsNEW
NN Unsafe Vacant BldgsNEW NN ReligiousOrgs agg LiquorStores agg LiquorStores

Figure 4 illustrates the feature importance in descending order with respect to each
model. In order to create a visual feature comparison between the random forest model
feature importance and the remaining models, the −log10P-values of each predictor were
plotted for the other three models.
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4. Discussion

In this study, we used a supervised machine learning framework to understand the
effect of sociodemographic as well as environmental factors in predicting the spatial clusters
of mental health incidents in Little Rock, Arkansas. The use of Moran’s I for exploratory
data analysis of existent spatial auto-correlation revealed an uneven distribution of mental
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health incidents across the area of study. We compared four different statistical methods,
judiciously chosen to cover a diverse array of parametric, non-parametric, linear, and
non-linear methods, in terms of their prediction accuracy and goodness of fit. The order
of important factors (see Figure 4) provides insight into the spatial and sociodemographic
factors associated with the spatial distribution of mental health incidents in Little Rock,
Arkansas. We note here that these associations are not causal in nature and many of them
are endogenous, rather than exogenous, and caution must be exercised when interpreting
these results in terms of broader policy evaluations.

The metrics of performance indicate that in terms of prediction accuracy, the spatial
econometric models (Manski model and spatial Durbin error model) performed slightly
better than their model counterparts, which is most likely indicative of the importance
of fitting explicit spatial factors into the former models. For the model goodness of fit
based upon R-squared and logarithmic deviance score, respectively, the spatial Durbin
error model and random forest model performed the best, although the maximum of these
values was still low, e.g., highest R2 ~ 0.474 (Durbin), suggesting the presence of some
variability in the data not explained by any of these models. The incorporation of these
models would allow for law enforcement agencies to better allocate resources and address
the unequal distribution of these mental health-related calls for service.

Furthermore, if law enforcement agencies adopt this framework, a meta model created
from the models generated may serve as a better tool, if there is indecision regarding which
model to select based on prediction accuracy or goodness of fit. In addition to creating a
meta model, the implementation of temporal features and regularization parameters would
provide potentially better prediction and model goodness-of-fit results. The U.S. Federal
Government has shown interest in crime prediction, with the National Institute of Justice
holding a Real-Time Crime Forecasting Challenge in 2017. Beyond the above, it would also
be meaningful to determine how these associations or patterns changed in relation to the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, when mental and behavioral health services were needed
even more, and police were often the first responders to these types of calls.

Naturally, from a prevention perspective, knowing that an outcome of interest has
spatial patterns and is predictable, the conversation moves to what could be done to
mitigate risk and reduce the occurrence of the issue. Typically, this would be met with a
policing-centric response, which could be to model a place-based approach, see Evidence
Based Policing Matrix [47]; however, there is growing interest in how the police could
partner with health practitioners (e.g., social workers and mental health clinicians) to
alleviate crisis and mental health-related calls [48–50]. By better understanding where
mental health-type calls originate from, law enforcement and healthcare clinicians could
proactively take community- and place-based approaches for people who are at risk.

Lastly, while we were able to identify several significant factors from the built environ-
ment and social environment, future work should seek to account for measures we were
unable to include to enhance the modeling. As data continues to grow in availability and
access, modeling should continue to adapt to integrate relevant data sources. Of course,
while crime outcomes have garnered greater attention, other types of policing calls for
service, such as mental health, should continue to be explored to identify model tailoring
to a specific outcome.
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